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Summary
Purpose – This paper seeks to point out that visualization of business situations will stimulate the
learning processes of managers and employees. Visualization or problem modeling enhances their
commitment for improving organizational readiness to perform at a higher level.
Design/methodology/approach – The methodology used compares two approaches for performance
improvement: the control and commitment models. From observing managerial behavior one can learn
that the control model is a widely used (classic) approach. Academics point out that the model neglects
the human factor too much. This prevents organizations from becoming high-performing. The
commitment model offers a solution by promoting the strong alignment of employees’ personal
objectives with organizational objectives. The resulting problem here is how to align performance
between the various echelons rather than to align between the various objectives.
Findings – It is argued that both control and commitment are important. Management should strive for
an optimal mix. However, commitment appears to be predominant. In order to make use of this insight,
the various echelons should not receive instructions to realize preset objectives, rather they should be
involved in a design problem which is experienced as relevant. By problem solving this way each
echelon learns what can be improved in their present situation.
Research limitations/implications – In order to make explicit use of team learning it is necessary to
find a standardized way to develop conceptual knowledge. A useful approach here is the use of
visualizations of business situations in the problem-solving process. These visualizations give even
more insight if they show cause and effect relations.
Practical implications – Visualizing cause and effect relations is the natural way for developing
objectives or for contributing to higher-level objectives. A practical aspect for management is how to
raise the right questions that evoke the visualizations. The structural aspect is that the questions should
be aligned through the various levels.
Originality/value – Alignment of activities of echelons by asking questions is the best way to align the
strategic objectives of an organization all the way down. This is important to CEOs of organizations that
pursue strategies that should be implemented quickly.
Keywords Problem solving, Strategic alignment
Paper type Viewpoint

Introduction
Visualization is a great technique for improving your personal future performance. Moreover,
every human being has got the talent to visualize. It appears to be most helpful if you
construct a mental image of a coming sports event, a presentation you have to give, or a
meeting you will attend. In your mind the event is already happening. Preferably that process
works out as a success: you are the winner, you will shoot the ball in the goal. Everything
seems to develop as you like it. Mind and body react strongly on the images you will
generate and shape. Not only the preparation but also the real action and the results over
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time can be visualized. The same idea can be applied to organizations. Future
organizational performance can be visualized in many ways for instance with scenarios,
strategy maps, process maps, scorecards and organizational cockpits. All these
visualizations can be qualified as models: simplified images of reality and its development
as seen by the model builders themselves.
I want to point out that organizations will benefit from deliberate ways of visualization.
Organizational modeling improves and speeds up the learning processes of the employees
and managers. But what is more: people who visualize their future will develop less or no
resistance to changes that correspond to their visualizations. Visualizations create positive
energy, inspiration and focus. In this article we explore how we can make use of the power of
visualization.
Yet there is an important blockade here. Commitment will be easily affected negatively by
imposing control. As you will know, nearly all organizations do so for legitimate reasons.
Therefore managers should pay attention to psychological aspects that arise in a hierarchy
when control is exercised by the various echelons. When control is too strong, an echelon
easily behaves as an in-group making sense of what is happening between the members
considering the other echelons as out-groups. However in order to perform
‘‘strategy-focused’’, all echelons should be aligned. They should contribute positively to
the organizational goals. So from point of view of performance management the aim should
be to raise commitment of each echelon. As we will point out in this article, it helps when a
higher echelon poses specific performance related questions to a lower echelon. Especially
if this is done so on a regular basis in the form of a design problem to which solution a
number of team members may contribute. The approach is successful when the problems
solved by the echelon show an increasing degree of difficulty over time. The requesting
echelon should leave the problem solving process to the participants of the lower echelon,
but they can affect quality of the process positively by asking the participants to make use of
models or visualizations during problem solving. This way, higher echelons align and control
the lower. At the same time commitment and control will be balanced more easily because
participants appreciate the consulting and learning process thereby improving the
organization’s readiness to perform on higher levels.

The control model
On the road to performance improvement it seems that two approaches are competing for
the favor of managers: control and commitment. The classic method is directed towards
gaining (an increasing level of) control. When implementing a strategy or improving the
quality of the organization, managers often rely on the ‘‘control model’’: plan-do-check-act.
In this model a norm or target has been formulated preceding the delivery of the specified
performance. Based on this prevailing standard it is possible to execute a subsequent test:
an inspection, an audit or a review. The control model is often applied on an operational level.
Kaplan and Norton (2000), however, stress that an organization should be ‘‘strategy
focused’’. In order to improve the performance of organizations, the operational level and the
strategic level should be aligned. An organization therefore should have a chain of control at
its disposal that is put into operation from a strategic focus. This will lead us to a performance
control chain that can be visualized in a simple model showing us four stages of increasing
control (Figure 1).
Figure 1 Stages on the way to control
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The (normative) assumption here is that the mission is the basis of organization-wide control.
If for some reason there is a need for more control, additional strategic objectives will be
formulated. A more tightly knit control is emerging when critical success factors are derived
from the strategic objectives. The ultimate control will result from a set of key performance
indicators providing 100 per cent coverage of progress made on objectives and success
factors. But in reality one is striving for an information optimum: variety and quality of KPIs
should be sufficient to adjust strategy when needed. Management dashboards such as the
‘‘business balanced scorecard’’ and the ‘‘organizational cockpit’’ (Kerklaan, 2009) are built
on this principle. Measure the vital few indicators, not the trivial many. Each KPI on the
dashboard should be an indicator for a strategic relevant achievement so that the indicator
scores are allowing corrective action. It is further assumed that feedback of KPI-scores is
both necessary and sufficient to be strategically on track.

Cracks in the control model
The control model has been working well for a long time. It is engraved in the thinking of
managers. Change management theorists, however, have delivered fundamental criticism.
How is the ‘‘human factor’’ taken into account? What social mechanisms determine whether
a human being will aim for a certain achievement? Control without motivation is deemed to
fail. Control might be necessary but it is not a sufficient condition for success. Today, many
managers and academics are involved in the question of how the human factor contributes
to the success of an organization. They try to give answers to questions like how flexible
people really are if management imposes changes that they consider necessary because
the old strategy does not work anymore, and how to cope with resistance to change? I would
like to raise another question: is this the right way to define the problem? The real problem is
how to approach the need of flexibility and agility of today’s organizations. de Waal (2008)
points out that in a high-performing organization everybody – management and their
subordinates – is involved in adjusting the course of the organization. These organizations
are in a continuous dialogue about how to improve performance. People are not against
change, but against being changed. My plea therefore is to organize commitment first and
then solve the control problems. It means management should organize involvement of
people at all hierarchical levels in problem solving. You can do this more intelligent by
demanding ‘‘visualizations’’ of the problems to be solved. This will deliver a powerful
contribution to an open culture and adequate dialogues (Vermaak, 2006).

The commitment model
The ideal of the commitment model is that employees strive for organizational goals as if
these were their personal objectives. This will result in a one-to-one relation between what
employees want for themselves versus what is needed for successful business operations.
In the same way as in the control model also in the commitment model the strategic level
should be connected with the operational level. How can a situation be attained in which the
‘‘structurally embedded actors’’ are committed to the same objectives? We are now facing a
complex question: the cooperation of people within a hierarchy. Here I distinguish between
four stages, bringing us further on the way to commitment. The amount of freedom or
autonomy – or in case of a hierarchy the degree of delegation- plays a crucial role both for
employees and managers.
Commitment of shop floor teams may – or better, must – be enhanced by the way
leadership is exercised. The crux, as we pointed out before, is the degree of delegation. No
delegation, no commitment. In literature, delegation is closely connected to empowerment
that actually aims for discontinuing the unbalance of power in a hierarchy. Then the question
arises how far one will go. The maximum extent I would call ownership. Ownership is the
situation in which the team is allowed to self-organize, which means it can shape a working
situation to its likings. Although this situation hardly occurs in practice, it is helpful to define a
point of maximal obtainable delegation on a scale (say 100 percent). With regard to
delegation, organizations always insert clauses stipulating that employees should operate
within the given framework. Within the framework there is freedom to cooperate. As a simple
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illustration, top management confronts a department with the question: how can you
contribute to reduce cost and improving customer satisfaction? This question is very much
related to the strategic objectives. Answering this question promotes empowerment in the
usual sense because it is the department itself that is formulating the solution. Of course only
after ‘‘everything is said and done’’ and the strategic intentions are translated in a coherent
plan it becomes clear what contribution of the department is expected.
Now we move to the next level, which is the level of the management team. A coherent
strategic plan can only come into being if there is sufficient social cohesion in the
management team involved in that job. In my experience, this is very often not the case.
There are a lot of examples of managers showing more concern towards their own interests
than the interests of the organization. But there are more factors capable of disturbing
cohesion. Here the authority of the top comes into play. Since the question is what
legitimates a management team to develop a strategic plan for the organization. The team
can only be entitled to do so after an act of delegation by the top that owns the most
fundamental authority in the organization. In quite a number of situations the ‘‘very top’’
formulates the business strategy for the full 100 percent. In that case delegation is minimal.
This will of course negatively affect the commitment of the lower organizational levels. Now
we are ready to align the different stages towards commitment. This will result in the model
depicted in Figure 2.

What does this mean in practice?
In the preceding paragraphs the almost compulsive logic of control is compared with the
intangible aspects of human behavior. Interestingly one of the characteristics of
high-performing organizations (HPO) is that exactly those organizations are eagerly
seizing on regulating behavior in a way their employees want to dedicate their efforts for the
best of the company. You do not feel the control exerted over you. But these HPOs teach us a
lesson: they do not rely exclusively on one of the two models. They make use of both extrinsic
and intrinsic motivation. Or to put it in the terms we used before: they explore both control
and commitment. This is very much to their benefit. By opting for both simultaneously, HPOs
are able to maintain and link the learning processes in the organization. This leads to a model
showing us how control and commitment could be intertwined (see Figure 3).

How do people learn in organizations?
Learning in organizations is often depicted in so called learning cycles. A famous example is
Kolb’s learning cycle. Another is the OODA loop of J.R. Boyd (Kerklaan and Spaargaren,
2008). The OODA loop is based on assumptions about the way people handle events and
patterns they encounter in practice. We now give a short explanation of the OODA loop that
stands for a cycle of repeating observations, orientation (or sense making), decision making,
and taking action:
Observation ! Orientation ! Decision ! Action:
People observe permanently what happens in reality and they compare and value this with
what they think makes sense (orientation). Each judgment will result in mismatches; these
form the basis for learning. This is because the next step will be to take action what will bring
individuals closer to their target by reducing the mismatches. But what are adequate
Figure 2 Stages on the way to commitment
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Figure 3 Making use of both the commitment and control model
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actions? This question is answered by first developing a better (adjusted) mental model of
reality. During modeling, people try to discover patterns explaining them how reality
functions. In other words, modeling is a natural process. Taking action is another natural trait.
So the commitment model supports the orientation and action of the OODA loop. Note that
the control model appeals strongly for observation and making decisions. That gives us an
explanation why the combination of the models supplies us with all the ingredients for a
complete learning process.
Boyd emphasized that orientation is the crux for learning: the way people approach and
handle the phenomena in their world. It is all about one’s mindset. However, orientation is fed
by observation. The consequence is that if we want to install a company learning cycle in the
combined commitment-control model (see Figure 3) then commitment is predominant. To
put it simple: people first, then ideas, and action after that. But to close the cycle more is
needed. We are in need of creating feedback, information of what is happening (e.g. effect
measuring).
Cycles so created feed processes of mental mapping. It looks like mapping is the way of
giving birth and testing a cause-and-effects model. However, as always reality is more
complicated. All kinds of interactive processes have direct influence on the level of
commitment and trust (Vermaak, 2006). As we said before in Figure 3 we move to the right:
people, ideas, and information about action. In the control model we move to the left. First
targets are set, then controllers and managers think with what actions the targets might be
met, finally people are instructed to do so. Resistance to change is born.

It takes two to tango
Now we have seen that both commitment and control are needed, a new question arises.
That question is: how can we combine commitment and control optimally by using the
learning cycle? Exactly here we can benefit from visualization to be defined shortly as
creative problem modeling. Management can optimize the results of our intertwined
approach by asking smart questions. These questions are addressed to a specific
organizational level (or part) and are in fact problems relating evidently to the performance of
that part of the organization. For the problem solving good ideas are needed. Now a natural
process takes place. The actors go through a process of pre-diagnosis, diagnosis and
model building. During model building, causal relations are identified. To put it differently:
each level in the organization is learning by model building. What is more evident than
visualizing the models, making explicit and open for discussion the mental images that have
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been developed during the process? If managers pursue this way of visualizing, this will
result in the habit that each organizational level will visualize its own mental models.
Not all models look the same. That is not necessary at all because a good model has been
tailored to the problem situation. What are the problems to be solved both adequately and
with a creative touch? Not surprisingly these are the stages we see on the control axis. For
top management, mental mapping is needed to bring forward the mission. For the
management team is important to use visualization (such as strategy mapping) to develop
the company’s strategy. The departmental manager and his team use visualization to design
and layout the processes. And what should a shop-floor level team visualize? Whatever
might be of use to the team members. The team might use Ishikawa diagrams for quality
improvement, or develop their own ‘‘job model’’ because when enough ownership is allowed
the team can design its own working and learning environment (see Table I).

The visualization process
During visualizing, people make use of the left and right parts of their brain. The various
ideas being developed in the visualization process are gaining more impact that way.
Automatically, the visualizations like drafts, mappings, and diagrams play a role in the
decision process. Managers could benefit from this knowledge and stimulate, not to say
impose, using visualizations in decision processes. The power of visualizations is that they
can evoke images that we cannot describe adequately in words. One might think of ‘‘quality
improvement tools’’ being used in Japanese industry of which the contribution is based on
making a visualization of the problem. But we do not have to go that far. In a way, traditional
planning forms are plain visualizations that management wants to be used. We can extend
this idea. The organization then organizes its decision making on subsequent visualizations.
That means no mission statement without a preceding environmental scan. No strategy
without a strategy map. No critical success factors without a process model. No KPI’s
without a job model root cause problem analysis (e.g. Ishikawa or other problem analyzing
tools). This way the subsequent visualizations will result in a hierarchy of objectives (see
Figure 4). Compared to normal practices this is a reversed order. In many organizations
objectives for each echelon are set first whereafter the echelons receive an instruction to
implement. The reversed order as a result of visualization may seem a minor thing, but it is
not. Kaplan and Norton, the ‘‘inventors’’ of the balanced scorecard, came to the conclusion
after investigating problems with the implementation of BSCs that the strategy map was ‘‘the
missing link’’. Why? The management team did not have a shared and coherent vision about
the strategy. The same applies to process improvement. Improvement is delegated to staff
specialists, not to the employees involved. In both cases sound process models are often
lacking.

Quality of the models
I would like to finalize with a short excursion to the consequences of the structural application
of visualization in an organization. A more intensified use of models for decision-making
purposes will evoke more frequent discussions about the quality of the models applied. A
central problem here is the (rational) relevance of the model. This relevance is sometimes
difficult to assess because a number of methodological aspects play a role. Especially one
should be careful with meta-models such as ISO-9001, the EFQM model and the Baldrige
Table I Different actors and some options for visualizing
Embedded actors

Examples of problem visualization

Top management
Management team
Department managers
Teams

Scenarios, environmental scans
Strategy maps, strategic architectures, business simulation
Process models, flow charts, procedures
Job models, shopfloor layout, Ishikawa and other problem diagrams
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Figure 4 Visualization is bridging the gap between commitment and control
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Award. In my opinion, there is a fair chance that these models make managers lazy. These
models often allow them to postpone the answer to the fundamental question ‘‘What does
really matter in my business?’’. While managers should be busy building a strategy with
specific resources and competences, they now spend considerable time filling in
questionnaires, and improving the conditions (leadership, process management,
budgeting, etc). These are not unimportant. However, even more important is that
managers will focus on the primary process. They should have a thorough insight in the
causal explanation of the change in direction and speed of the performance of the
organization (Warren, 2008). With that type of insight one can design dynamic models,
execute simulations and speed up organizational learning.

Key points
In this paper we raised the question: what is needed to make an organization really high
performing? And how could visualizations be of use here. Here I summarize the key points:
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Management should strive for the optimal mix between commitment and control.

B

Commitment is predominant; we start with the minds and hearts of people.

B

The various organizational levels should not be provided with clear-cut instructions; rather
they should be given assignments of highly relevant design problems.

B

By incorporating the assignments in a learning cycle, the problem solving capabilities will
improve over time and as a consequence teams are ready to solve more challenging
problems.

B

The problem-solving process should be left to the group(s) involved, but management will
stimulate or impose the development and use of visualizations during the problem solving
process.

B

The structural application of visualization will evoke more frequent discussions about the
quality and usability of the models applied. Tailor-made models often offer more value
than meta-models because they offer better causal explanations for the performance of
an organization.
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B

The structural application of visualization will be demanding for the management. Not
only should they find the right balance for commitment and control, but they also should
connect both by deliberately designing and aligning learning processes on the various
organizational levels.

B

Visualizations can be used to increase commitment as well as control.
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